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THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A REFERENCE STRUCTURE
HIERARCHY IN EnGLISH
Its Significance for SLA and Literary Research
Cheryl Brown
Brigham Young University
In recent years second language teaching has moved from basing sequencing on a hierarchy of forms (structures or grammatical points) to
basing sequencing on some organization of functions. The functions,
such as apologizing or requesting information, are posited and then
students are taught a variety of forms which can be used to express the
function.
For a much longer time, literary critics and researchers have, in many
ways, focused on exactly the same relationships of functions and forms.
They have asked such questions as: How has this novelist been able to
draw his reader so quickly into the action? How has this poet managed
to get such a vivid picture into the reader's mind? How has this writer
managed to make his reader share in these feeli~gs? ~,ese researchers
have examined how the forms of language have been manipUlated to serve
various aesthetic functions.
In linguistics, the focus has been on both form and function, but the
trend has been on form. However, with the intrOduction of the
idea of language typolo~J, there has been a shif~ producing the current
more even balance between attendance to functiop and attendance to form.
Talmy Givan (1980) gives a reason for this more even balance when he
claims that "the study of syntactic typology is the study of whatever
structures that are paired--intra-language as well as cross-language-with well-defined specific functions in human language and/or
communication" (p. 1). Givan then adds that in syntax we are not really
talking about one function alone--that we are really talking about
functional domains. Since the domains are made up of several forms or
features, the domains are usually clines or continua with the forms
or features at one end of the cline handling one or some aspects of the
function and the forms or features at the other end of the cline
handling other aspects of the function. Also, Givan says that functions
are not totally discrete, that they are both inter-related and interdependent. Furthermore, functional domains may cross. For example,
passivization serves in the functional domain of de-transitivization but
it also serves both in the :::~u:J.ctional donain of topic identification and
in the functional domain of impersonalization. How important the
passive is in each of these functional domains depends on the language.
In English, for instance, passivization plays an important role in
impersonalization.
~a,jor
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But how can a function or a l1lnctional domain be defined and recognized?
This is a question both language teachers and linguists have asked.
Generally, functions discussed in language teaching and linguistics have
been left without clear definitions or boundaries. The definitions are
to be intuited or inferred. For example, an ESL teacher may teach the
function of "apologies." In doing so he or she will not give guidelines
for recognizing what is and what is not an apology. Both the teacher
and the students are assumed to intuitively know what an apology is.
Linguists have worked at making the definitions of the functions more
empirical by defining them structurally. This has been possible to some
degree because languages tend to code the same functions in similar forms.
For example, although passives in many languages do not have the exact
form that they do in English, they have similar forms and they basically
serve the same functions. So, linguists look at the passive structures
in many languages and isolate what seems to be COEmon in their function.
However, this approach also has problems. To begin with, it once again
moves the focus of attention back to an emphasis on form and away from
function. Furthermore, languages ~hich have an unusual structure for a
function would not be picked up, would be ignored in the comparison of
functions. Any tJ~ological variation in the functional dorr.ain would be
lost-just because of this approach .

.-

Because neither the intuitive nor the structural approach to defining
functional domains seems adequate, GivO'n suggests a method which
incorporates some of the better aspects of both. The steps of his
method have been paraphrased in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1
STEPS FOR DELHITTIIrG A FUlTCTION
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Intuitively, broadly, and laxly define the functional
domain.
Look for all the structures which code points in that
dorr.ain (both intra-languages and cross~l~~guages).
Categorize and organize these structures.
Seek to define correlations between aspects in the
functional domain ~~d structural properties of the coding
constructions.
Continue to refine the correlations between points in the
domain and the properties of the constructions.
(Adapted from Givan, 1980)

This paper is baSically a report of wor'-<: done at the level of Step 4
(and a little at Step 5) using Givan's method to seek to define the
functional domain of topic continuity. It seeks to define the corre1 R.ti on bptween points on this domain cc::tinuu.rrr and the pro pert ies '..hicn
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are used within the domain continuum in English. The previous steps in
Given's method for this particular functional domain had already been
taken by Givan and others.
For Step I in the method, these linguists intuitively said that there
was a domain which deals with topic identity and/or focus and/or
continuity. They pointed out that all languages have ways of signaling
what the discourse is about, of showing what the most important element
in the discourse is. In Step 2, investigation of several languages
(including English) produced a variety of structures which seemed to be
used at various levels to maintain the topic of discourse. Those
structures marked with an asterisk in Figure 2 are the structures that
Givan originally hypothesized as having this function. By way of
organization, Given said that those structures at the top of the list
were used when it was easiest for the listener/reader to identify the
topic of the discourse and the structures at the bottom of the list were
used when the topiC was hardest to identify . . The structures on this
list not marked with asterisks were added to the list as a refinement
after some initial study suggested that the original structures were too
broad. Step 4. then, of which the research reported here is a part,
was to find some way of measuring whether these structures actually
functioned as hypothesized and if they functioned at the points on
the continuum which had been suggested, that is, if the order on the
cline was right.

FIGURE 2
STRUCTURES USED IN THE FUNCTIONAL DOMAIN
OF TOPIC CONTINUITY
1.

* Zero

2.

* Clitics/verb agreement

(This structure is not used in English.)

3.

*Unstressed pronouns

John picked up ~ hat and placed Lt on
tU.1, head. Then, he. smiled at Mary across
the room and ~he. waved at fum as he. strode
out of the room.

anaphora

John picked up his hat and $ left.

4. *Stressed pronouns

(These can be detected in writing in
English by italics or by reading the text
aloud.) John gave Marya smile and
gave him a wave of the hand.

5.

The. c.he.u e. .the.y ma.de. theJte., they sold mo st

* Left dislocation

of ~ to the miners.

6. *Definite article + NP

John put the. hat on his head and strode
out of the. nO-Wfj Itoom.

7.

John smiled at !il'ary as he strode out of the
room. T~ a.c..tion bothered her for weeks
afterward.

Demonstrative f lW
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8.

Demenstratives alene

John smiled at Mary as he strede eut of the
roem. That seemed inconsistent with his
previeus action.

9.

Names

John smiled at Malty as he strode out of the
room. He had to catch a plane to Landon
within the hour.

10.

NP after pessessive

For weeks Mary was bothered by John's
.6mile. and his inconsistent mannVr.

11.

*Right dislocation

It bothered her for weeks, Jo hn '.6 .6mU.e..

12.

*Passivization

The c.heue.

13.

*Y-mevement

The. C.he.e..6e.they seld mainly to the miners.

14.

Indefinite referential

John picked up a hat whj~h wasn't his and
strode from the room. S~v~ .6e.~e.t~e..6
giggled when they saw it.

15.

Existentials or
presentatives

ThVr.e. weJr.e .6 eveJr.a.l .6 e.~e):.cVl,,{_U in the room
or
By the. hat ~c.k
when John left.

Wa.6

.6oldmostly to the miners.

.6tood John.
16.

Generics

H~

The.

IT.

*Cleft or fo.cus
constructions

It

seem unnecessary.
~.6e.ate. .6paonb~

W£L6

is a rare bird.

Jahn'.6 .6mU.e. that bothered Mary for

weeks afterward.

Three main facters seemed to influence which structure was chosen to
maintain the topic: (1) how far from a previous mention ef the topic
the structure was, (2) how far into the following discourse the" topic
weuld extend, and (3) how many other referents or topics there were in
the immediate discourse of the structure with which the topic might be
confused. It was decided to use these three factors as the measuring
rods to. see if the structures had been properly placed along this
functional domain continuum.
The first measure used, then, was one shewing how many clauses back
from a token (an instance of the particular structure being studied)
another mention of the same thing could be feund. This measure was
called "lookback." To prevent continual counts back to the beginning of
the discourse, the number "20" was automatically assigned to any token
without a previous mention in the 20 clauses preceding it. In other
words, "20" was the maximum lookback count.
The secend measure showed how many continous clauses into the discourse
following a token references to it would persist. This measure was
called "persistence." The final measure showed how many possible refer-
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ents for a token existed within the preceding five clauses. This
measure was called "ambiguity." A score of "1" was assigned to those
tokens appearing in an environment in which there was only one logically
possible referent for the token. A "2" was assigned if there were two
or TIore logically possible referents in the near context. A "3" was
assigned as the maximum value if there were no likly referents in the
near discourse.
1513 clauses were analyzed for the structure, producing a total count
of 4400 tokens. However, only 2175 of those tokens were analyzed
because, after 200 tokens of anyone structure had been analyzed, the
other tokens of that structure were counted but not analyzed. There
were five of the hypothesized structures for which there were not even
20 tokens in the 50 pages of discourse: clitics/verb agreement (which
is a structure not used at all in English), stressed pronouns, left
dislocation. Y-movement, and cleft or focus constructions. Because the
COlli,ts of these tokens were so low, any figures based on them would be
suspect so they are not included in the results of the counts. For
persons involved in teaching ESL, however, these structures may be said
to be "conspicuous by their absence." Many other languages use these
structures much more than English and speakers of those languages may
produce them in English much more than would be normal Or desirable.
Figure 3 shows the number of occurrences of all the structures which had
more than 20 occurrences in this narrative. There are several things
which this frequency count suggests for the ESL teacher. One of them is
the structures which most need teaching if students are going to be able
to produce coherent writing in English. Another will only become clear
in comparison with the frequency of these sa~e structures in the topic
continuity domain of other languages. For example, the great amount of
the area of the domain that we cover in English with the definite
articles + :~s and the indefinite referentials may be covered by
completely different structures in, say, the topic-comment languages.
As I understand it, left dislocation (which isn!.t' even frequent enough to
appear on this cline) may be one of the major ,topic maintainers in some
of these other languages. This cline demonstrates the need we have for
good functional domain analyses to help us understand many of the errors
our students make.
Figure 4 shows the scores of the various structures for the three
measures. There is no time at present to discuss the significance of
all of these scores for each of the structures (even if the significance
of all of them were known) but a few interesting observations may point
out some things which can be gleaned from these measures and/or from
the work to obtain these measures.
For instance, zero anaphora is definitely used for the most easily
identified topics or referents. It is at the top of every cline. This
position is not surprising in English as zero anaphora is generally
thought ~~ as being the result of Equi-~~ deletion which requires identicality of l~s. What is interesting is the way this structure can be
used artistically. For example, in the text exa~ined, at one point,
there is a narrative within a narrative; one of the characters is telling
a story. He says,
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And Strangways's friends at his club say he was perfectly normal.
Left in the middle of a rubber of bridge--always did when it
was getting close to his deadline. Said he'd be back in twenty
minutes. Ordered drinks all round--again just as he always did-and left the club dead on six-fifteen, exactly to schedule.
(Fleming, 1958, 26)
This use of zero anaphora which is different from any other section of
the narrative serves as a literary device that not only gives the
feeling of talking but also signals that each line is part of what someone other than the author said and that more of the same is coming. We
wouldn't need quotation marks to know when this speech is finished;
the choice of topic continuity structure lets us know.
FIGURE 3
FREQUENCY OF USE OF VARIOUS TOPIC CONTI}ffiITY STRUCTURES
IN WRITTEN ENGLISH HARRATIVE
Unstressed pronouns

1163

Definite articles + NP

1023

Indefinite referentials

514

Names

483

NPs after possessives

370

Generics

337

¢ Anaphora

314

Existentials/Presentatives

102

Demonstratives +

44

r~s

Passives

37

Demonstrative pronouns

27

Right dislocation

21

Numbers given are the number of occurrences in 50 pages of
I"1mning narrat i ve taken from Doctor No by Ian Fleming.
Demonstrative pronouns and demonstratives alone also appear to
have some interesting characteristics in written narrative. These
characteristics showed up not so much in the counts as in the attempt to
do the counts. It was difficult to make the lookback count because the
demonstratives generally do not refer back to a previously mentioned
person or item; they usually refer to entire pieces of actions or verbs.
Moreover, a difference between the use of THIS/THESE and THAT/THOSE
which has implications for all writers became apparent. THIS/Th~SE
often refers forward into the discourse rather than backward. For
example, in the text studied, we read:
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FIGURE

COMPARISON OF CLINES BASED ON AVERAGE MEASURES

Zero anaphora

1.00

Zero anaphora

1.78

Zero anaphora

1.12

Unstressed pronouns

1. 72

Unstressed pronouns

1.69

Unstressed pronouns

1.23

Demonstratives alone

2.27

Passives

1.27

Def Art + NP

1.38

Passives

9.37

Names

1.17

Generics

1.53

9.8h

Demonstratives

.56 -

Names

1.67

9.99

Right dislocation

.43

Demonstratives alone

1. 70

11.19

Demonstratives alone

.33

Demonstratives t }W

1.85

16.66

Existential/Pres

.31

Passives

2.00

Existential/Pres

18.16

Def Art

-

.29

NPs after possessives

2.09

NPs after pass

18.34

Generics

.21

Existential/Pres

2.25

Indefinite ref

19.17

Indefinite ref

.18

Right dislocation

2.25

Generics

19.23

NPs after poss

.08

Indefinite ref

3.00

Demonstratives
tv
-...J

Average Ambiguity

Average Persistence

Average Lookback

+ NP

Names
Right dislocation
Def Art

+ NP

+ NP

~

NP

"It's like ;t1UJ.,." He began his antics with the pipe. "The
Jamaican is a kindly lazy man with the virtues and vices of
a child. He lives on a very rich island but . . • " (Italics added)
(Fleming, 1958, 51)
Another evidence that the word THIS looks forward comes from a beginning
to many anecdotes or ~okes that we are all familiar with: There was
t~ man and he
~
Notice that we never say, "There was :that
man

"

Names fall in similar positions on all three measurement clines.
However, names are one area which would have to be refined in Step 5
of the functional definition method because their use handles two
distinct situations of topic continuity. Knowing both of these uses
could be helpful to an ESL student (or to any writer). One of the uses
occurs when there has been considerable distnnce (lookback) from the
previous mention of a person or thing or if the person or thing has
never been mentioned in the discourse before. Interestingly, names are
often used for the first referent to a person or thing at the beginning
of a paragraph to assign the topic for the paragraph even if the person
or thing has been mentioned 'before. (This might be an argument for the
paragraph being a natura], 'discourse unit.) Names are also used in
contexts where a lot of ambiguity exists. For example, when two referents
are available for any pronoun which might be used, one of the referents
is often referred to consistently by name while the other is referred
to by a pronoun, as in
Somehow he had known that Bond had been given the job. He had
wanted a picture of Bond and he had wanted to know where Bond was
staying. He would be keeping an eye on Bond to see if Bond picked
up any of the leads that led to Strangways's death. If Bond did so,
Bond would also have to be eliminated.
(Fleming, 1958, 42)
Looking at Figure 4 again, notice how right dislocation falls somewhere
in the middle of the clines for lookback and persistence but very near
the bottom of the cline for ambiguity. This gives a clue to one of
the main aspects of the continuity domain that right dislocation handles
in English--ambiguity. The writer or speaker uses a pronoun and then
seems to recognize that the context contains more than one possible
antecedent for the pronoun, so he or she adds the extra information.
Right dislocation is also used when the significance of the referent
might have been forgotten by the reader/listener. For example,
Above him there was the noise of a plane. It came into sight,
Super Constellation, the same flight that Bond had been on the
night before.
(Fleming, 1958, 55)

~

Now, notice that definite articles + }Ws are just the opposite on
the clines. They fall near the bottom of the lookback and persistence
clines but near the top of the ambiguity cline. I think that all this
is really saying is that iefinite articles are definite; they cannot
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be used in a context with much ambiguity or else that they clear up
the ambiguities. This area also needs further refinement in Step 5,
however, because we still do not really understand how things are made
definite.
Many other interesting facts about the English reference structures
could be cited from the results of this study and the results of making
this study. However, I think that there is sufficient evidence here to
show that it is possible through the methodolo~J suggested by Giv6n to
begin to get a greater grasp on the functions of language.
And what exactly does all of this mean for persons working in literary
research and/or second language acquisition research? I think the
refinement of functions that structures normally perform will give
literary researchers new insights into what a writer nay have done
artistically. For example, just as researchers can look at words such
as "mud-Iucious" and see what the artist has done lexically, or at the
"silver song of the bird" and see what the author has done kinesthetically, they wili be able to look at the beginning lines of a story,
"He wished he had never met her," and recognize how, by manipulating the
functions of the topic continuity structures, the author has drawn his
reader iIllr.lediately into the story searching for this "he" and "she"
that is has been implied that he knows.
The refinement of functions that structures normally perform will also
give second language researchers multiple insights. It will open the
door to contrastive analyses of functions. Better still, it will help
provide explanation for errors which have long mystified teachers and
which have not been adequately explained because normal linguistic
analysis has not treated functions as well as forms.
And, finally, the field of linguistics will be pushed ahead as the
process of delimiting a functional domain demands a careful pairing of
function and form rather than an abandonment of .. either one.
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